New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System

If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

Fiction

- Baldree, Travis. *Bookshops & Bonedust*
- Barratt, Amanda. *The Warsaw Sisters*
- Benjamin, Kallie E. *Sniffing Out Murder*
- Burns, V. M. *Murder on Tour*
- Butcher, James J. *Dead Man’s Hand*
- Farr, Sebastian. *Death on the Downbeat*
- Fisher, Suzanne Woods. *Christmas at Rose Hill Farm*
- Graham, Heather. *Cursed at Dawn*
- Marrs, John. *The Vacation*
- Newman, Catherine. *We All Want Impossible Things*
- Platt, Christine & Catherine Wigginton Greene. *Rebecca, Not Becky*
- Prose, Nita. *The Mystery Guest*
- Reid, Taylor Jenkins. *The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo*
- Roth, Elaine. *The Midnight Garden*
- Urrea, Luis Alberto. *Good Night, Irene*

Non-Fiction

- Dederer, Claire. *Monsters: A Fan’s Dilemma*
- Du Sautoy, Marcus. *Around the World in Eighty Games: From Tarot to Tic-Tac-Toe, Catan to Chutes and Ladders, a Mathematician Unlocks the Secrets of the World’s Greatest Games*
- Fraser, Max. *Hillbilly Highway: The Transappalachian Migration and the Making of a White Working Class*
- Goldfarb, Ben. *Crossings: How Road Ecology Is Shaping the Future of Our Planet*
- Herman, Judith L. *Trauma and Recovery: The Aftermath of Violence—From Domestic Abuse to Political Terror*
- Howerton, Phillip. *Gods of Four Mile Creek: Poems, Photographs, Essays*
- Kartes, Danielle. *Butter, Flour, Sugar, Joy: Simple, Sweet Desserts for Everyone*
- Klein, Naomi. *Doppelganger: A Trip Into the Mirror World*
- Matthews, Joseph. *How to Win Your Personal Injury Claim*
- Rovelli, Carlo. *The Order of Time*
- Vincent, James. *Beyond Measure: The Hidden History of Measurement from Cubits to Quantum Constants*
J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Crossley-Holland, Kevin; illustrated by Chris Riddell. *Arthur the Always King*
- Fombelle, Timothée de; illustrated by Benjamin Chaud. *101 Ways to Read a Book*
- Lee, Lance; illustrated by Meilo So. *The Tale of the Animals’ Christmas in Crouch End*
- Lowry, Lois. *Gathering Blue*
- Lowry, Lois. *Son*
- Yee, Lisa; illustrated by Dan Santat. *The Misfits: A Royal Conundrum*

Picture Books

- Eliot, Hannah; illustrated by Denise Holmes. *Mermaid for Each Other*
- Killen, Nicola. *The Little Tiger*

Large Print

- Alkemade, Kim Van. *Counting Lost Stars*
- Jiles, Paulette. *Chenneville*
- Vaughan, Robert. *Cade’s Redemption*

Audiobooks

- Dowell, Frances O’ Roark. *Where I’d Like to Be*
- García, Cristina. *I Wanna Be Your Shoebox*
- Grimes, Nikki. *The Road to Paris*
- Kirby, Matthew J. *The Quantum League: Spell Robbers*
- Patterson, James. *12th of Never*
- Roy, Carter. *The Blood Guard*
- Sanford, John. *Silken Prey*
- Stead, Rebecca. *Goodbye Stranger*
- Ylvisaker, Anne. *The Luck of the Buttons*

Manuals

- Pfau, Wade. *Retirement Planning Guidebook: Navigating the Important Decisions for Retirement Success*